noraplan lona
®

IMAGINE YOUR FLOOR
AS A WORK OF ART.

Image editing will follow

Discover the freedom to express
your building’s character.
Discover noraplan® lona
When it comes to finding inspiration, look no further than where
you stand. Every floor is a canvas waiting to be brought to life.
noraplan® lona brings the energy of an artist’s studio to every

room, creating a space that invites innovation and visionary
thinking. Let this new design set the mood for a truly creative
indoor environment that excites and engages the senses.

Inspire healing spaces
For inpatient and outpatient facilities, noraplan lona’s holistic
form fosters a positive patient experience. It´s time for a floor
that meets the highly specialized needs of healthcare spaces
with engaging designs.
noraplan lona combines all the material advantages of
resilient rubber flooring from perception of cleanliness, a quiet
healing environment, right down to caregiver retention with a
color palette of rich and vibrant tones.
The result is a floor that connects patients, families,
providers and caregivers to the inspired possibilities of the
healing environment, supporting positive outcomes and
patient engagement.

Create smarter schools
From kindergarten classrooms to university lecture halls,
educational design helps to shape and influence the learning
process. Whatever your setting, the materials you select for your
learning environment impacts the well-being of young minds.
Driven by direct customer feedback, noraplan lona offers the
support, performance and focus essential to inspired learning
spaces. Its engaging pattern and texture bring creative energy

and flexibility to classrooms, while durable materials support a
safer educational journey for students and staff.
Explore the creative potential of classrooms, hallways and other
educational spaces through the rich pattern and color palette of
noraplan lona.

The palette
Utilizing a newly developed technology that allows for an extensive range of unique patterns
and designs, noraplan® lona harnesses the essence of creativity. The splashes and droplets come
together to form patterns that capture the momentum of artistic expression. The silk-matte, lightly
structured surface adds visual depth to the filigree arrangement of contrasting colors and accents.
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noraplan® lona 2.0 mm

noraplan® lona 3.0 mm

noraplan® lona nTx 2.0 mm

noraplan® lona nTx 3.0 mm

24 Standard Colors

Art. 166B
∼49.21' x 48" (15.0 m x 1.22 m)

24 Standard Colors

Art. 167B
∼39.37' x 48" (12.0 m x 1.22 m)

24 Colors*

Art. 188C
∼49.21' x 48" (15.0 m x 1.22 m)

24 Colors*

Art. 163D
∼39.37' x 48" (12.0 m x 1.22 m)

Art. 266B
Art. 267B
□ ∼24.015" x 24.015" (610 mm x 610 mm) □ ∼24.015" x 24.015" (610 mm x 610 mm)

* Minimum quantities required.
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Learn more at www.nora.com/us/lona

